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Stream Window Join (SWJ), a vital operation in stream analytics, struggles with achieving a balance between
accuracy and latency due to out-of-order data arrivals. Existing methods predominantly rely on adaptive
buffering, but often fall short in performance, thereby constraining practical applications. We introduce
PECJ, a solution that proactively incorporates unobserved data to enhance accuracy while reducing latency,
thus requiring robust predictive modeling of stream oscillation. At the heart of PECJ lies a mathematical
formulation of the posterior distribution approximation (PDA) problem using variational inference (VI). This
approach circumvents error propagation while meeting the low-latency demands of SWJ. We detail the
implementation of PECJ, striking a balance between complexity and generality, and discuss both analytical
and learning-based approaches. Experimental evaluations reveal PECJ’s superior performance. The successful
integration of PECJ into a multi-threaded SWJ benchmark testbed further establishes its practical value,
demonstrating promising advancements in enhancing data stream processing capabilities amidst out-of-order
data.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Stream management; • Mathematics of computing →
Variational methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stream Window Join (SWJ) is an operation for joining two input streams within distinct, finite
subsets, or ‘windows’, of infinite streams. SWJ, a crucial component of data stream analytics [49],
departs from traditional relational join operations. Rather than waiting for the full input data
to become available, SWJ is tasked with generating join results in real-time. This requirement
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arises from its essential role across various sectors, such as financial markets [13], fraud detection
systems [2], and sensor networks [35].

One of the challenges complicating SWJ is the disorderly arrival of data, primarily due to factors
like network delays, often termed as stream oscillation [6, 7, 9]. The management of these disordered
data streams typically involves buffering input data [22, 23], providing a more comprehensive
view of in-window data, thereby facilitating higher accuracy results from running SWJ directly
on potentially disordered data streams. However, the additional buffering time needed to gain
this comprehensive view often leads to substantial latency costs. These costs become particularly
pronounced when waiting for straggling tuples, a situation exacerbated by the non-linear nature of
SWJ [22, 49].

To address these issues, we propose a novel solution: PECJ (Proactive Error Compensation-Join)
algorithm, designed to proactively manage disordered data streams. Unlike existing methods,
which rely exclusively on already-arrived data (i.e., in-window data), PECJ actively takes into
account the contributions of future, disordered data to enhance join accuracy. This innovative
approach to disorder management introduces a promising avenue for achieving significant accuracy
enhancements without corresponding increases in latency. Notably, while subjects such as disorder
handling parallelization [27, 29, 34] and efficient buffer structures [11] have been thoroughly
explored in prior studies, these aspects are orthogonal to our work.

Application Example: Consider a sophisticated online anomaly detection system deployed in a
stock exchange data center [3]. This system aims to identify irregular trading behaviors, such as
“malicious short-selling” [15], through routine evaluations. It functions within designated time-
based windows and employs intra-window joins1 [49] to establish correlations between quotes and
trades. Subsequent to this correlation, an aggregation function, commonly �$*#) (), generates a
scalar output that acts as the basis for issuing alerts. The complexity escalates when factoring in
stream oscillations, which can be induced by network latencies, data source inconsistencies, and
even geopolitical events affecting the timeliness of data streams. For example, consider an overseas
transaction potentially aimed at malicious short-selling; it would ideally be processed within a
latency as low as 200ms [14]. However, due to the unpredictable effects of stream oscillations,
this transaction might experience significant delays, potentially as long as 800ms or more [17].
Traditional methods [9, 22, 23, 29] present two undesirable options: either wait for the delayed data,
risking further latency, or proceed with incomplete data, which risks inaccuracy. Both options are
problematic in a high-stakes financial environment. PECJ offers a proactive approach for identifying
suspect trading activities by integrating predictive analytics for delayed data. By utilizing variational
inference methods for estimating the posterior distribution of unobserved data, PECJ achieves a
balance between computational efficiency and prediction accuracy unparalleled by existingmethods.
This enables the system to operate effectively even in latency-sensitive financial contexts.

Contributions and Outline: PECJ aims to augment the reliability of SWJ by proactively accounting
for the yet-to-arrive disordered data, without incurring additional latency. The architecture of
PECJ is founded on a three-stage approach. In the first stage, we redefine the problem of SWJ
with disordered data streams as a Posterior Distribution Approximation (PDA) problem. This avoids
the pitfalls of single data-point predictions and instead focuses on the collective impact of all
unobserved data. This framework is compatible with any scalar-output aggregation functions, such
as (*" (), and �$*#) (), without requiring per-tuple decompositions. The second stage focuses
on the optimization of our probabilistic model’s parameters. Instead of utilizing the conventional
but impractical brute-force parameterization, we propose to employ Variational Inference (VI)

1This is a specific type of SWJ; see Section 2.1 for more details.
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techniques to enhance efficiency [21, 42]. The final stage translates these concepts into practice
through two implementations: PECJ analytical for simpler cases and PECJ learning for more complex
scenarios. PECJ analytical employs low-overhead linear modeling, while PECJ learning uses neural
networks for improving posterior distribution accuracy.

The efficacy of PECJ is principally evaluated through a comprehensive algorithmic comparison,
substantiating its advantages over existing methods [9, 22]. As a supplementary validation, PECJ
is also integrated into AllianceDB, a multi-threaded SWJ benchmark testbed [49]. This additional
evaluation demonstrates PECJ’s robustness in mitigating out-of-order processing errors while
upholding scalability. Although our primary experiments focus on intra-window joins with (*" ()
and �$*#) () as example aggregations, PECJ’s mathematical formulation accommodates a wide
array of scalar-output aggregations. Its flexibility also allows for future adaptability to other SWJ
variants. Issues concerning computational reuse in alternative types of SWJ are designated for
future research [37, 39, 43].
• Section 3 introduces the PECJ algorithm, tailored to balance both accuracy and latency in SWJ

operations amid disordered data. The distinct advantage of PECJ lies in its proactive approach
of incorporating the impact of yet-to-be-seen data for join error compensation.

• In Section 4, we delve into the mathematical formulation of how PECJ addresses the challenge
of forecasting the effects of stream oscillation. The disorder SWJ handling is initially abstracted
into a posterior distribution approximation (PDA) problem, which is followed by optimizing the
parameterization of its probability model via variational inference (VI).

• Section 5 presents two practical implementations of PECJ, demonstrating its adaptability.
We begin with a straightforward, analytical implementation suitable for less severe stream
oscillation and gradually progress to a more generalized form (learning-based) that employs
machine learning for handling complex oscillation cases.

• Our experimental results, highlighted in Section 6, offer a comprehensive comparison between
PECJ and the existing state-of-the-art methods. We provide data from both standalone tests and
system integration tests, underscoring the superior performance of PECJ.

2 PRELIMINARY
This section provides a detailed introduction to Stream Window Join (SWJ), including the buffering
mechanisms for handling disorder prevalent in existing research. Afterwards, we introduce a better
strategy than state-of-art and discuss its technical challenges.

2.1 Stream Window Join and Key Definitions
Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper. For the purposes of this paper, we define a
tuple ~ as ~ = g4E4=C ,̂ ,E ,g0AA8E0; ,g4<8C , where g4E4=C , ^ , and E represent the event timestamp, key, and
payload of the tuple, respectively. The tuple’s arrival time at a system is denoted by g0AA8E0; , while
g4<8C signifies the moment the final result incorporating ~ is released to the user. An input stream,
referred to as ' or ( , is a sequence of tuples arriving at the system (e.g., a query processor), which
may arrive out-of-order with respect to their event timestamp.

We adopt the windows concept from Zhang et al. [49] to handle infinite stream joins over
limited subsets of data. Here, a window is defined as an arbitrary time range [C1, C2], denoted
asW = [C1, C2]. A tuple ~ is considered part ofW if its timestamp C4 falls within this range. The
length of the window is represented as |W|. As discussed in the motivating example in Section 1,
we use intra-window joins [49] as an example SWJ in this work. For given input streams ' and (
and a windowW, the intra-window join, hereafter referred to simply as SWJ, is represented as
' ZW ( = (A ∪ B) |A ∈ ', B ∈ (, A ∈ W, B ∈ W. The result of ' ZW ( is subsequently condensed into a
scalar output, $ , via an aggregation function, which commonly either counts the joined tuples—i.e.,
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Table 1. Notations used in this paper

Type Notations Description

Tuple property

^ Key of a tuple
E Payload of a tuple
g4E4=C The time of event occurrence of an input tuple
g0AA8E0; The input tuple arrival time
g4<8C The time to emit an output tuple
X The delay from event occurrence (g4E4=C ) to event

arrival (g0AA8E0; ) of an input tuple

Stream property

', ( Two input streams to join
W A bounded subset of data stream to join
$ The aggregated results of ' ZW (

n The relative error of output
; The processing latency
l The assumed time point of window completeness
= The number of tuples
f The join selectivity, as defined by [22]
U The average payload of joined tuples
Ā= Window-averaged tuple rate corresponding to =
Δ Maximum delay among all events from the time of

occurrence (g4E4=C ) to the time of arrival (g0AA8E0; ).

Δ = max
∀8

(g0AA8E0; − g4E4=C )

PDA abstraction

`F A global variable for describing window-averaged
contribution

iF A variable for describing other global information of
a window

* The set of global variables, including the interested
`F and iF

- The set of observations made on acquired tuples
? () The probability distribution
E(:) The expectation of :
/ The set of latent variables

VI optimization

@() The approximation function in variational family [21]
E9 (:) The expectation of : , regarding on 9 (i.e., replace 9 by

E( 9) during estimating E(:) )
�!�$@ The evidence lower bound
� The set of remapped parameters in* , /

�$*#) ()—or performs a sum operation on '.E and (.E , denoted as (*" (). When$ is dispatched
to the user at the time point g4<8C , we consider the following two performance metrics:
• Accuracy: This metric assesses the precision of $ and is quantified by its relative error n .

Specifically, n =
|$>?A −$4G? |

$4G? , where $>?A represents the aggregated value produced by an
algorithm and $4G? is the expected value. A larger n means that the $>?A is further from the
expected outcome $4G? .

• Latency: For all tuples contributing to the generation of$ , their g4<8C is defined as the moment
when$ is produced, and the latency ; for each tuple is calculated as ; =g4<8C -g0AA8E0; . In this study,
we report the 95th percentile of the worst-case latency, a commonly used measure, referring to
it as 95% ; . A larger ; indicates more time to process SWJ and its follow-up aggregation function.

It should be noted that while this paper predominantly employs �$*#) () and (*" () as
example aggregation functions due to their widespread use, PECJ is versatile enough to support
any aggregation function yielding a scalar result. Additionally, other variants of SWJ, such as
sliding window joins [37, 39], are also worth mentioning. These alternate approaches often
introduce additional computational challenges, particularly in the realm of computational reuse for
overlapping windows. While important, these aspects are outside the purview of this paper and
are designated as topics for future investigation [37, 39, 43].
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Fig. 1. Disorder handling of SWJ (' Z |W |=10<B ()

2.2 Limitations of Current Approaches
The optimal condition for SWJ is when data arrives in sequence—meaning, the ordering defined
by g4E4=C perfectly aligns with the one determined by g0AA8E0; as depicted in Figure 1(a). In this
situation, all data is fully accessible to the system, enabling the completion of the calculated window.
However, this idealistic case is rare in the real world due to the stream oscillation [47, 48].

In contrast, a disordered arrival is more common and the g0AA8E0; sequence diverges from that
defined by g4E4=C . Figures 1(b) and (c) illustrate the example scenarios of the disordered arrival.
Under these circumstances, ensuring window completeness becomes challenging due to the late-
arriving tuples, e.g., '1 and (2, highlighted in red. Ignoring such unobserved data compromises
accuracy. Conversely, waiting for this late data to arrive induces an indeterminate rise in processing
latency, given the unpredictable arrival times of these tuples.

Existing methodologies attempt to combat disordered arrivals using a buffering mechanism,
where observed data is retained in buffers while the system awaits a more complete set of window
data. The longer the system waits, the fewer unobserved data points there are. To prevent infinite
waiting, these systems often designate a certain point in time, l , at which they assume the window
is complete and all data has been observed, marking the end of data buffering. Join result $ is then
emitted at g4<8C , where g4<8C equals l plus the processing time. Given that l tends to be smaller
than the g0AA8E0; of late tuples, it effectively decreases the overall processing latency. Previous
studies [9, 22, 23, 29] have proposed both explicit and implicit methodologies for determining l .

Despite providing potentially autonomous and adaptable l decisions, these approaches still
frequently neglect the impact of unobserved data—data arriving post-l —on the results. For example,
in Figure 1(b), a l of 10<B causes '1 and (2 to be missed, leading to an inaccurate output. To rectify
this, l can be extended to ensure '1 and (2 are included, as shown by the 50<B l in Figure 1(c).
However, increasing l from 10<B to 50<B significantly raises latency, creating an inescapable
sub-optimal trade-off between accuracy and latency.

2.3 Proactive Incorporation: A Better Strategy?
To avoid the sub-optimal trade-off encountered in the state-of-art, a natural idea is to proactively
incorporate the unobserved data into the processing workflow of SWJ ahead of its arrival, as
showcased in Figure 1(d), rather than merely waiting. This strategy enables improved accuracy
under the samel compared to Figure 1(b), without needing to increasel as in Figure 1(c). The most
straightforward approach to realize such an idea might suggest leveraging time series prediction
techniques to anticipate the contributions from each unseen tuple [45]. However, this approach can
potentially lead to inconsistent accuracy levels. The prediction of individual tuple contributions
is contingent on the estimation of the tuple volume, which further amplifies the risk of error
propagation. Moreover, individual estimation of tuples’ contribution itself enforces an assumption
that the aggregation function is decomposable, which limits the applicability.
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Further compounding the problem is the escalating complexity associated with time series
predictions. As the length of the data increases, the complexity of predicting attributes of a specific
and predetermined number of future data points can scale super-linearly [45]. This brings about
substantial predictive overhead, which becomes increasingly pronounced when a large number
of tuples remain unobserved. Furthermore, the challenges are not solely limited to predictive
accuracy and computational overhead. The need to keep latency within permissible thresholds
adds another layer of complexity. The interplay between accuracy, computational efficiency, and
latency management needs to be carefully navigated, requiring a more innovative and sophisticated
approach than traditional methods can offer. Those challenges motivate our proposal of PECJ.

3 OVERVIEW OF PECJ

This section commences with the preliminary theoretical foundations for PECJ. Subsequently, it
offers an overview of PECJ’s conceptual framework, accompanied by illustrative examples.

3.1 Theoretical Foundations for PECJ
To realize the proactive incorporation of unobserved data and address the difficulties discussed
in Section 2.3, PECJ solves a posterior distributions approximation (PDA) problem, optimized via
variational inference (VI).

Posterior Distribution Approximation (PDA) is a fundamental problem in Bayesian analysis [10],
aiming to update beliefs about probability models’ parameters (i.e., the so-called model
parameterization process) in response to observations, thereby understanding and interpreting
uncertainties. Despite its straightforward concept, deriving the exact posterior distribution
analytically can be highly challenging or even impossible when dealing with high-dimensional or
nonlinear relationships within probability models. This is because exponential growth complexity
of summation and integration will be involved.
Variational Inference [8, 21, 42] (VI) is an optimization technique for simplifying model

parameterization in PDA. Rather than brutal force computation, it approximates the true posterior
distribution with a tractable distribution family of functions (each denoted as @()), known as the
variational family, and a popular choice of variational family is the mean-field variational family.
Specifically, VI brings the variational family close to the truth by maximizing the evidence lower
bound (�!�$@) with the gathered pieces of evidence, leading to significantly improved computation
efficiency. VI is superior to traditional approaches in four major aspects. First, VI is less prone
to overfitting compared to Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [10]. MLE often struggles to
estimate latent variables in complex models accurately. Second, VI incurs less computational
overhead than Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)) [10], making it more suitable for latency-
sensitive applications. Third, unlike regularization methods like L1 and L2 [19], VI can robustly
handle evolving observations without the need for additional hyperparameter tuning. Lastly,
VI is capable of incrementally integrating new observations into the existing distributions [12]
and enables continual learning. Therefore, VI is widely used in latent dirichlet allocation [20],
autoencoder construction [44], and concept drift detection [8], etc.

3.2 Conceptual Framework of PECJ
Designed to actively incorporate unobserved data, PECJ compensates for errors that arise in SWJ
when dealing with disordered data streams. This subsection outlines the conceptual framework of
PECJ, as depicted in Figure 2.
Abstraction: The first step involves directly abstracting the accurate SWJ result by extracting

essential information from the disordered data streams to avoid the error propagation caused
by per-tuple estimation (discussed in detail in Section 4.1). This phase essentially constitutes a
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PDA problem, requiring the development of a probability model that is conscious of the stream
oscillation.

Optimization: Given the inherent challenges of efficient PDA parameterization, we turn to the
VI approach for theoretical optimization (explained in Section 4.2). As discussed in Section 3.1, VI
drastically reduces the parameterization overhead of PDA, and inherently facilitates the evolution
of the probability model in parallel with the data streams.
Implementation: Bridging the gap between the mathematical formulations of the previous

stages and practical application, we provide both analytical and learning-based approaches of
VI instantiations in Section 5. The analytical approach (Section 5.1) offers ultra-low overhead
while accommodating relatively straightforward stream oscillation patterns. We realize it using
both Stochastic Variational Inference [21] (SVI) iterations and an Adaptive Exponential Moving
Average Filter [18, 36] (AEMA) in PECJ. SVI offers a general way of conducting analytical approach
by utilizing gradient descent, while AEMA involves much lower complexity. The learning-based
approach (Section 5.2) seeks to depict various stream dynamics in a more generalized manner. We
accomplish this by incorporating VI principles with PECJ’s parameters of interest to formulate a
loss function and use a simple Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to implement the core ideas.

3.3 Running Examples of PECJ
To further elucidate the application of PECJ, we present a running example. The tuples to be joined
are outlined in Figure 3(a), with a window length of 6<B . These consist of 6 tuples from streams '
and ( , formatted as ‘Key (̂ ), Payload (E), Event Time (g4E4=C , in ms)’. Intriguingly, tuples '4 and (1
have not been observed at a certain l (e.g., 5.1<B).

Applying PECJ to the observed data enables us to enumerate the tuples in ', ( . This yields =( = 5
and =' = 5 respectively (as displayed in Figure 3(b)). Additionally, PECJ detects 4matches, of which
two are under ^ = � and the other two fall under ^ = �. This leads to a join selectivity [22] f
computed as 4/25. In the case of a �$�# −�$*#) () query where the payload E doesn’t affect
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results, $ aligns with the number of matches, resulting in a count of 4. For a �$�# − (*" ('.E)
query where the E of the joined ' is accumulated, we get $ = 20. Moreover, the mean E of the
joined ' results in U' = 20/4 = 5. Nonetheless, these results do not reflect the true outcome as they
exclude contributions from '4 and (1 who have not arrived by the l .

To address the discrepancy of unobserved data, PECJ proposes to answer the question, ‘what
would $ appear like if the contributions from unobserved data were factored in?’ To do this, PECJ
tackles a PDA problem using a VI approach, as shown in Figure 3(c). In this context, the PDA problem
involves using patterns and hidden tendencies within data streams as evidence to estimate =' , =( ,
f , and U' . This represents an effort to account for the effects of stream oscillation on the observed
data, which often distorts the true picture.

Unfortunately, exhaustively computing every potential scenario of stream oscillation via brute-
force methods is computationally infeasible. For this reason, PECJ adopts the VI approach and
maximizes the evidence lower bound (Section 3.1) of describing stream oscillation. This theoretical
optimization is practically implemented under the analytical or learning-based approaches,
effectively tailoring the posterior distributions of the estimated values.

As an example, PECJ might detect a high probability of a distortion of approximately −1 for
=( , =' . This would suggest that the estimated =( , =' should conform to a Gaussian Distribution of
N(6, 0.2), allowing us to use the expected value of 6 to estimate =( , =' . Upon amalgamating these
estimated values of =' , =( , f , and U' , PECJ can compute the rectified $ . The calculation for the
�$�# −�$*#) () query would result in

$ = f × =( × =',

and for the �$�# − (*" ('.E) query it would be

$ = f × =( × =' × U' .

These computations integrate the contributions as if '4 and (1 had been present at the time of
computation, as illustrated in Figure 3(d).

3.4 Assumptions and Limitations
PECJ is built upon the theoretical framework of VI, and it shares the common assumption that there
exists a variational family of functions, typically the mean-field family, applicable to PDA [8, 12]. In
addition, the analytical approach makes the further assumption that the mean-field family should
converge to a specific analytical form, which reflects the distortion effects of stream oscillation as
a reverse linear effect on the central limit theorem. However, as demonstrated in Figure 12, this
assumption of a reverse linear distortion to the central limit theorem proves to be quite restrictive
and struggles to accommodate situations with severe stream oscillations. In contrast, learning-based
approach relaxes this assumption and only requires that the mean-field family converges within
the capacity defined by the universal approximation theorem [10], i.e., the foundation of artificial
neural networks. To summarize, our solution is not intended to handle the cases where mean-field
family approximation and the universal approximation theorem do not hold, which still remains
an untapped territory in the literature.

4 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
This section illustrates the detailedmathematical formulation of PECJ.We begin by extracting critical
information from the oscillating data streams and formulating a streaming-aware probability model
to minimize error propagation (Section 4.1). We then employ VI for efficient model parameterization,
ensuring our solution caters to the low-latency demands of SWJ (Section 4.2).
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4.1 Formulating the Probability Model
PECJ approximates the posterior distribution of the total contribution from all tuples within
a window, encompassing both observed and unobserved data. This strategy diverges from the
approach of predicting individual tuples via time-series predictions [45]. Our solution eliminates the
need for per-tuple approximation or compensation, thereby reducing potential error propagation.
This propagation originates from the interdependent prediction of tuple number (=( , =') and the
contribution of each tuple to U', f (as discussed in Section 2.3). Specifically, PECJ estimates the
parameters of the window-averaged total contribution (`F) directly, perpetually learning from the
data stream observations. `F is defined as `F = 1

|W | 5 (W). Here, 5 (W) is a scalar function to
represent an arbitrary process of the wholeW, and it’s then normalized by the windowlength |W|
to define a `F . 5 (W) does not have to be decomposable per tuple, in order to support an arbitrary
window aggregation with scalar result. Each `F encapsulates a certain type of averaged global
information within a window, such as join selectivity (f) or average payload (U) in Section 3.3. For
the accumulated effects, represented by the = notation, we convert it by the corresponding window
average, e.g., = = Ā= × |W|, where Ā= refers to the averaged tuple rate and can also be viewed as
a parameter of the window-averaged total contribution. It is crucial to note that f , U' , and Ā=
are abstracted in a manner similar to the `F notation as each of them describes a certain type of
window-averaged total contribution. Furthermore, they can be estimated independently, avoiding
the prediction dependency mentioned in Section 2.3.

PECJ employs specific `F variables such as f to calculate the join aggregation output $ (as
defined in Section 3.3), thereby facilitating proactive compensation for disorder handling errors.
With the corresponding observations - = {G1, G2, ...}, we can estimate `F by approximate the
the posterior distribution ? (`F |- ). We might also desire additional parameters iF , such as the
inverse variance of `F estimation, which is connected to the credible interval. Both `F and iF
form part of a window’s global information* , i.e., `F, iF ∈ * . For a general illustration, we utilize
the ? (* |- ) notation, as it encompasses both ? (`F |- ) and ? (iF |- ). In summary, we are to achieve
the following approximation objective:

Objective 1. Approximate the ? (* |- ), estimating the * by utilizing its expectation given - , i.e.,
*̂ = E(* |- ).

The dynamics and randomness caused by stream oscillation can cause significant deviations in the
observations - from the global* [8]. Unlike evaluating a static dataset [28, 46], a straightforward
statistics approximation will be inaccurate due to the highly distorted observations under stream
oscillation. To achieve a better reflection on the effects of stream oscillation, we employ latent
variables / = {I1, I2, ...} in our model. We use directed arrows to denote probabilistic dependencies
in our model, as shown in Figure 4. Specifically, our observations - depend on both the global
variables * and the latent variables / , while the latent variables / may also be influenced by the
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global variables* . Each variable I8 in / directly influences specific observations in - , embodying
temporal or local dynamics of the stream oscillation. For instance, in Figure 4, I1 impacts both
G1 and G2, while I2 only affects G3. To encapsulate a wide spectrum of oscillation patterns, we
emphasize that / : 1) does not necessarily have to correspond to- in length, 2) can contain variables
(I8 ) of any dimension, and 3) might include variables that are influenced by * or other latent
variables. By introducing / , we can expose patterns and trends in the data streams that might not
be immediately noticeable when examining - alone, providing a better reflection on the stream
oscillation and therefore achieving more accurate* estimation.

4.2 Optimizing Model Parameterization with VI

Despite the better reflection of stream oscillation, latent variables entail undesirable exponential
computational complexity for parameterizing the probability model, as discussed in Section 3.1.
Moreover, we continuously need to update the model parameters to handle new incoming data
and promptly make inferences. Therefore, we employ VI [8, 21, 42] for model parameterization.
VI is advantageous for PECJ compared with traditional approaches in both accuracy and latency,
and it inherently supports continual learning on stream oscillation (Section 3.1). Specifically, PECJ
utilizes VI to approximate the true posterior ? (* |- ) in Objective 1, without resorting to brute-
force integration or summation on analyzing* and / . Although the successful use of VI in other
problems is acknowledged [8, 20, 44], these existing works aren’t designed for the PDA process
involved in SWJ. These works are meant for different probability models where estimating the
global information * from data streams isn’t required. In the following sections, we delve deeper
into our VI approach’s mechanics.

Approximation of ? (* |- ).Weuse variation family of@() functions (Section 3.1) to approximate
the ? () distributions, and use the ≈ symbol to indicate an approximation process. We illustrate the
approximations to our target distribution ? (* |- ) (Objective 1), conditional prior distribution of
/ |* , and joint distribution of* ,/ in Equations 1 to 3, respectively. By decomposing each variable
into separate distributions during the approximation, we can apply divide and conquer to each
variable and avoid brute force summation or integration.

@(* ) =
∏

`F ∈*
@(`F) ×

∏
iF ∈*

@(iF) ≈ ? (* |- ) (1)

@(/ |* ) =
∏
I8 ∈/

@(I8 ) ≈ ? ((/ |* ) |- ) (2)

@(* ,/ ) = @(* ) × @(/ |* ) ≈ ? (* ,/ |- ) (3)

VI solves an optimization problem of bringing @() close to ? (), by maximizing the evidence lower
bound (�!�$@), as defined in Equation 4. The key insight of Equation 4 is to optimize the utilization
on the - (i.e., used as the evidence) by finding the balance between explaining the observations and
retaining uncertainty. The first term, E@(;>6((?(* ,/ ,- ))), represents the expected log-likelihood
of our observations given the model. It encourages the model to explain the - well. The second
term, E@(;>6((@(* ,/ )))), is the entropy of the approximation function @(). This term encourages the
model to remain uncertain and not commit to a single explanation prematurely. In this way, we
can find a good approximation of the posterior ? (* |- ).

Objective 2. maximize �!�$@

B .C ., �!�$@ = E@ (;>6((? (* ,/,- ))) − E@ (;>6((@(* ,/ )))) (4)

Continual Learning from Observations. The uncertainties and distortion effects brought
by stream oscillation further require the capacity of continual learning, i.e., to assimilate new
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information progressively, while retaining previously learned knowledge. However, effectively
implementing continual learning in the face of endless data streams poses its challenges. Specifically,
it’s impractical to store the complete history of - and execute VI for every new addition to - . Thus,
we treat model parameterization as a continual learning process as illustrated in Figure 5.

Assume that we have drawn insights from a previous observation -1 and have established
approximations for * and / . These approximations can then be updated with the new observation
-2, eliminating the need to recompute using the entire - = {-1, -2}. In line with the method
proposed in [12], we employ the prior distribution of * (i.e., ? (* )) as the initial conditions, with
“starting” not indicating a clean slate.The following equation, Equation 5, illustrates this process.The
@(*1), derived from old observation -1, can act as the new prior distribution. This prior can then be
integrated with the impacts from the new observation (i.e., ? (-2 |* )) to update our approximation.
We acknowledge the complexity of continual learning optimization methodologies such as coreset
selection [32] and designate them as subjects for future research.

? (* |- ) = ? (* |-1, -2) ∝ ? (-2 |* )? (* |-1) ≈ ? (-2 |* )@(*1) (5)

5 INSTANTIATION OF VI

Implementing PECJ necessitates the instantiation of the VI equations as delineated in Section 4.2.
However, the precise organization and interrelationships between * and / have substantial
implications for PECJ’s overhead and versatility, requiring a judicious design approach. This
section explores two pragmatic instantiations, initially focusing on the analytical method [21],
and subsequently examining the learning-based approach [8, 42]. For each approach, we present
an overview at the beginning, then introduce its 1) key derivation steps, 2) conclusions, and 3)
implementation usage.

5.1 Analytical Instantiation
The analytical instantiation is designed to provide a straightforward interpretation of stream
oscillation, and it relies on several assumptions about the oscillation patterns to simplify the
instantiation process. In particular, we enforce that the latent variable set / matches the size of
the observations - , and each I8 is treated as a scalar. Furthermore, I8 is typically correlated with a
certain physical quantity that causes the stream oscillation.
Derivation Steps. We undertake a three-step process to extend the central limit theorem’s

(CLT) applicability to the context of handling stream oscillation with an intuitive example. First,
if stream oscillation does not exist, our observations - = {G1, G2, ..., G=} should approximately
match a Gaussian Distribution with mean `F and inverse variance iF . This can be expressed as
G8 ∼ # (`F, 1/iF) according to the CLT. Several factors as discussed in Section 4.1 support this
approximation: 1) We have defined `F as one factor of the window-averaged total contribution,
and 2) Each G8 observes the same entity, `F , and these observations are independently made. To
illustrate, suppose `F = 1, i.e., 1 transactions happening at the remote source per second in
Section 1’s example. If transaction reporting monopolizes the whole bandwidth, each G8 should be
observed as 1 on average by the online anomaly detection system.

Second, we introduce three assumptions of reflecting the stream oscillation: 1) stream oscillation
independently affects each observationG8 , 2) it is independent of the set of concerned global variables
* , and 3) it can be reflected by single-dimension. For example, let’s assume stream oscillation
occurs as the number of stock services (using I8 to describe) varies over time, and the bandwidth is
equally shared by all services. In this case, G8 will be observed to be 1/2 on average if I8 = 2, as only
half of the bandwidth is used for transaction reporting. In essence, we are characterizing stream
oscillations by incorporating a reverse linear distortion of / into the CLT-based approximation.
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Specifically, we have G8 × I8 ∼ # (`F, 1/iF), or equivalently G8 ∼ N(`F/I8 , 1/(I28iF)). Therefore,
the conditional probability function of G8 is formulated as Equation 6, and it implies that G8 is
influenced not solely by the global mean `F and global variance 1/iF of a Gaussian Distribution,
but also by the stream oscillations (i.e., reflected under I8 ). When we couple Equation 6 with
the prior distribution of `F, iF, I8 , denoted as ? (`F), ? (iF), ? (I8 ) respectively, we can derive the
joint distribution function ? (* ,/,- ) for all variables in Equation 7, where / = {I1, I2, ...I=} and
- = {G1, G2, ..., G=}. Noted that, the* |/ notations in Equation 2 are simplified into disjoint parts, as
we have independent* , I8 here.

5 (G8 |`F , iF , I8 ) = 4−(I8×G8−`F )2∗iF/2 × √
iF × 2>=BC (6)

? (* ,/,- ) = 2>=BC × i=/2F × 4
∑=

8=1 (I8×G8−`F )2×iF/2×

? (`F)? (iF)
=∏
8=1

? (I8 ) (7)

@(`F) = EiF ,/ (5 (* ,/,- ))

= 2>=BC × ? (`F)4−(`F−6 (-,/ ) )2×(=E(iF )/2) (8)

where 6(-,/ ) =
=∑
8=1

E(I8 ) ∗ G8
=

∃vector  and scalar 1, B .C ., ¯̀F = E(`F |- ) =  - + 1

where  - =
=6(-,/ )
g0 + =

,1 =
g0`0

g0 + =
(9)

∀credible interval X ∈ (0, 1),

¯̀F − 8 (X) 1√
(g0 + =)E(iF)

≤`F ≤ ¯̀F + 8 (X) 1√
(g0 + =)E(iF)

where 8 (X) is the X interval quantile of a standard Gaussian. (10)

Third, when VI converges to a mean-field family of @() and Equation 4 is achieved, an analytical
solution [10, 21] exists for @(`F), as shown in Equation 8. The notation EiF ,/ indicates that the
approximations of `F can be facilitated by the expectations of other variables, specifically iF and
/ , rather than performing exhaustive computation of their integration or summation. This is a
consequence of the decoupling property inherent to the mean-field family. Moreover, if the prior
distribution of `F is a Gaussian N(`0, 1/g0), @(`F) culminates in a Gaussian posterior distribution
of `F expressed as `F ∼ N( g0`0+=6 (-,/ )

g0+= , 1
(g0+=)E(iF ) ). Suppose we have observed G1 = 1/2 and

G2 = 1/3, obtained that E(I1) = 2,E(I2) = 3 through the converging process of the VI, and initially
held a prior knowledge that `0 = g0 = 1. In this context, we can construct the posterior distribution
of `F and conclude it should be 1 on average, which aligns well with the truth.

Conclusions. We can deduce two crucial insights from the derivation above:
(1) The estimated value of `F (denoted as ¯̀F) behaves like a linear function of - as shown in

Equation 9. Notably, the coefficient vector  correlates with the expectations of each latent
variable, represented as E(I8 ).

(2) The credible interval for estimating `F is related to E(iF), as depicted in Equation 10. For
example, the 95% credible interval is calculated as ¯̀F ± 1.96 1√

(g0+=)E(iF )
.

Implementation Usage. We can use Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI) [21] to conduct
the analytical instantiation by extending Equation 8 to calculate iF and I8 . We then employ
gradient descent to maximize �!�$@ . Technically, gradient descent minimizes functions, but by
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applying it to the negative of �!�$@ , we can effectively maximize �!�$@ . Alternatively, given the
straightforward linear form, techniques such as the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) or the
ARIMA model [18, 36] can also be applied. However, a distinguishing aspect of our scenario is that
the parameters of the filter should dynamically evolve with the data streams, rather than being
preset. This dynamic adaptability ensures accurate on-the-fly approximation of E(I8 ).

By default, PECJ employs a variant of the EMA, which we term as an Adaptive EMA (AEMA).
In AEMA, the decay parameter of the EMA is not fixed but continuously updated based on rule-
based learning from the data streams. This choice is motivated by the expectation that an adaptive
approach will incur significantly less overhead compared to SVI, while also being simpler to design
and adjust.

5.2 Learning-based Instantiation
Although more intricate * ,/ relationships are possible to represent more complex patterns of
stream oscillation, this approach demands significant manual effort and potentially leads to an
impractical implementation (see Appendix for details). To overcome the challenges of capturing
complex stream oscillation, we refer back to the abstract ELBO definition in Equation 4 for a more
universal solution.This approach eliminates the need for prior knowledge or additional assumptions
about / and its interactions with * . Instead, we treat / as a learnable black box, without knowing
about its size, element dimensions, or dependency relationships.
Derivation Steps. We prove the learnable effects of stream oscillation by four major steps of

parameter remapping and the divide-and-conquer policy as follows. First, we remap the entire
parameter space of * and / into another space, � = {ℎ1, ℎ2, ..., ℎ<}, i.e., * ,/ → � . Hence,
Equation 4 can be rewritten as Equation 11. Second, we further constrain � by ensuring 1)
the independent `F and iF presented in Equation 6 and Equation 7 are assigned to ℎ1 and ℎ2,
respectively, and 2) the remaining factors ℎ3, ℎ4, ...ℎ< form an Orthogonal Basis (i.e., they are
independent of each other) given ℎ1, ℎ2. As a result, the ;>6((? (�,- )) term can be decomposed
as shown in Equations 12∼ 13. Note that ;>6((? (- |� ))) is the log-likelihood of - in the � space,
and ;>6((? (ℎ8 ))) is the log-prior-distribution of ℎ8 . As both are irrelevant to @() functions, we
can conveniently remove the E@ notations. Third, based on the mean-field property [10, 21],
E@ (;>6(@(� ))) can be further decomposed as per Equation 14. Finally, by separating @(`F) and
@(iF) from the other @(ℎ8 ), we can derive Equation 15, and each item in Equation 15 is a scalar
value.

�!�$@ = E@ (;>6((? (�,- ))) − E@ (;>6((@(� ))) (11)
= E@ (;>6((? (- |� )? (� )))) − E@ (;>6((@(� ))) (12)
= ;>6(? (- |� )) + ;>6(? (`F)) + ;>6(? (iF))

+
<∑
8=3

;>6(? (ℎ8 |`F , iF)) − E@ (;>6(@(� ))) (13)

= ;>6(? (- |� )) + ;>6(? (`F)) + ;>6(? (iF))

+
<∑
8=3

;>6(? (ℎ8 |`F , iF)) − (
∑
8

E@ (;>6(@(ℎ8 )))) (14)

= ;>6(? (- |� )) + ;>6(? (`F)) + ;>6(? (iF))

+
<∑
8=3

;>6(? (ℎ8 |`F , iF)) − (
<∑
8=3

E@ (;>6(@(ℎ8 )))

+ ;>6(E(`F |- )) + ;>6(E(iF |- )) (15)
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Conclusions. Similar to Section 5.1’s case, the resulting E(`F |- ) and E(iF |- ) can be directly
utilized for the estimated value in PECJ’s error compensation, as discussed in Section 4.1. Moreover,
Equation 15 can further be leveraged to regulate the behavior of neural networks (NNs), enabling
them to conform to the PDA process through an ELBO-driven learning process as follows:

(1) Construct an NN for function fitting, ensuring that the final output is at least seven-
dimensional to correspond with the seven scalars depicted in Equation 15.

(2) Conduct supervised pre-training over the entire NN so that each dimension accurately
estimates the target scalar, such as ;>6(E(`F |- )). Given that pre-training is fundamentally a
function-fitting process, loss functions that have been originally designed for fitting, such as
the mean square error, are appropriately suitable for this task.

(3) During continual learning in a streaming environment, the whole Equation 15 can be
employed to optimize NN loss. For example, if gradient descent is implemented via ADAM or
SGD [4], the loss function can be designed to decrease monotonically with �!�$@ . Note that,
if the NN is overly ‘confident,’ the numerical evaluation of �!�$@ could potentially be ∞. In
such instances, we use bounded functions such as −B86<>83 (�!�$@) as the loss function.

Implementation Usage. In PECJ, we implemented a straightforward multilayer perceptron
(MLP) to briefly illustrate this concept, leaving more powerful structures like LSTM [8] or
transformer [42] for future exploration. Furthermore, given the necessity for NNs to meet low
latency requirements, it’s critical to efficiently perform their inference and learning processes. As a
result, an effective solution for deploying PECJ across various dynamic situations is to integrate a
well-structured NN with high-performance computing. Pursuing this combination represents an
important area of ongoing work.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we present a comprehensive evaluation of PECJ in comparison with other state-
of-the-art techniques. In summary, across various aspects of our investigation, we have made the
following key observations.

• PECJ has consistently proven superior in managing disordered data. From an end-to-end
comparison with two popular state-of-art algorithms [9, 22], PECJ emerged as more effective,
maintaining lower error rates even under intricate disorder arrival patterns and lenient
real-time requirements (Section 6.3).

• The efficiency of PECJ was further validated under different workload conditions and
algorithm configurations. In particular, PECJ can handle a severe stream oscillation (i.e.,
where the arrival delay of tuples oscillates from 0 ∼ 1000<B) with low error (i.e., 4.2%) by
using learning-based instantiation, i.e., PECJ learning (Section 6.4).

• Lastly, the integration of PECJ into PRJ and SHJ demonstrated substantial error rate reductions
without significantly impacting latency or scalability (Section 6.5).

6.1 Experimental Setup
We established a robust experimental setup to thoroughly evaluate the performance of PECJ. The
various components of this setup are detailed below.

Server: The experiments were conducted on a state-of-the-art multicore server powered by
Intel Xeon Gold 6252 processors, which feature 24 cores and support 2 threads per core through
HyperThreading. The server has a considerable L3 cache size of 35.75MB and a massive memory
capacity of 384GB. It operates on the Ubuntu 22.04 system and uses the g++ 11.3.0 compiler for the
compilation of the source codes.
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Datasets: The evaluation was carried out using a diverse collection of four widely-used real-world
datasets - Stock, Rovio, Logistics, Retail, and a synthetic dataset known as Micro. Stock is
based on a real-world stock exchange dataset [3]. Micro and Rovio are from recent benchmark
studies [26, 49]. Logistics and Retail datasets were obtained from a recent open source project [48].
Stock are the streams of financial quotes and trades, while Rovio continuously monitors user
actions within a specific game. Additionally, Logistics and Retail involve streams of online
decision augmentation labels and actions in logistics and retail applications, respectively. For more
detailed characteristics, please consult Table 3 in [49] and Table 3 in [48]. To simulate a realistic
scenario of stream oscillation, we introduced disorder in the data arrival by reordering the arrival
timestamps g0AA8E0; differently from the event timestamps g4<8C (as mentioned in Section 2). The
difference between g0AA8E0; and g4<8C , i.e., X , was set randomly for all tuples. We kept the event
rate (controlled by event timestamp g4<8C ) of both R and S streams consistent at 100 CD?;4B/B
unless stated otherwise. By default, we employ the Stock datasets, which align with the motivating
example presented in Section 1. To ensure a thorough evaluation, other datasets are utilized.

Queries: Three different queries were employed in our evaluation. Q1: This query entails a SWJ
aggregated by COUNT (Section 3.3), with a |W| of 10<B , and a maximum value of X among all
tuples, i.e., Δ, set as 5<B . The small Δ is representative of a scenario where the stream processing is
geographically close to the data source, such as on the edge of a cloud network [47] . Q2: This query
modifies Q1 by changing the aggregation function to SUM (Section 3.3), with all other settings
retained as per Q1. Q3: This query extends Q1 by altering the disordered arrival pattern of data
and setting the Δ to 1000<B . The significant Δ simulates situations where the stream analytic is
situated far from the data source, such as during multiple intercontinental communications within
a TOR network [16].

While Q1 and Q2 are tailored to require ultra-low latency processing, typically tens of
milliseconds or less [1], Q3 cannot expect such low latency due to the large arrival delay.
Nonetheless, the goal is to achieve a latency below 200<B as discussed in our motivating example
in Section 1.

6.2 Implementation Details
In our evaluation, we scrutinize the performance of PECJ using two distinct setups: standalone
and integrated implementations. Each setup facilitates a comprehensive comparison with different
existing approaches. Note that, while the automatic determination of suitable l is orthogonal to
this work, it serves as a tuning knob for all mechanisms during the experiments. Specifically, we
set l to |W| of three queries, i.e., 10<B by default and manually tune it in the experiments.

A) Standalone Implementation: In the standalone implementation setup, we’re aiming for an
algorithmic comparison between PECJ and two existing methodologies, namely K-Slack-Join
(KSJ ) [22] and Watermark-Join (WMJ ) [9]. For these standalone implementations, we employed
the same C++ codebase for KSJ , WMJ , and PECJ.

Our implementation of PECJ included three separate approaches for the analytical and learning-
based approaches. For the former (discussed in Section 5.1), we utilized both the Adaptive
Exponential Moving Average (AEMA) and Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI) instantiations. For
learning-based (Section 5.2), we opted for a simple learning approach of Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). The AEMA instantiation served as the default configuration for PECJ’s analytical approach.

KSJ uses a k-slack buffer approach to manage the disorder in data streams. After data streams
are preprocessed through the k-slack buffer, KSJ conducts a standard hash-join operation, treating
the data as ordered. Importantly, our tuning parameter, l , is tied to the k-slack buffer’s control
conditions, as discussed in Section 2. On the other hand,WMJ applies the watermark mechanism [9]
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for data preprocessing, eliminating the need for a k-slack buffer. Each watermark indicates the
arrival of tuples with g4E4=C < ) , enabling the computation to commence early upon watermarks’
arrival. However, the emission of $ waits until the l is reached.

B) Integrated Implementations: This setup is designed to assess PECJ’s performance when
incorporated into an existing multi-threaded stream processing system AllianceDB [49], which is a
recent multi-threaded SWJ testbed and serves as our integration platform. In this environment, we
selected two representative parallel SWJ algorithms, Parallel Radix Join (PRJ) and Symmetric Hash
Join (SHJ), to perform our assessment.

PRJ adopts a ‘lazy’ approach, delaying the join operation until all tuples have arrived. Conversely,
SHJ pursues an ’eager’ strategy, initiating the join process as soon as a portion of tuples arrives. Both
PRJ and SHJ operate under the assumption of in-order arrival, and consider a window complete
when the first tuple’s arrival timestamp (g0AA8E0; ) surpasses the window’s boundary.

6.3 End-to-End Comparison
We initiate our analysis by juxtaposing PECJ, KSJ , and WMJ under the conditions stipulated by
Q1∼Q3 using the Stock dataset. The assumed time point of window completeness l is fine-tuned
to 7<B , 10<B , and 12<B for each methodology under Q1 and Q2, and to 200<B , 300<B , and 600<B
under Q3. We further include an in-order case for a more comprehensive comparison.
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Comparison under Q1. We apply the analytical instantiation in PECJ, i.e., PECJ analytical is
deployed. We elucidate the ensuing 95% processing latency (95% ;) and relative error (n) in
Figures 6(a) and 6(b). We also report the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of processing
latency underl = 12<B in Figure 6(c). Three critical insights emerge from this comparative analysis.
Initially, it is observed that for the same l , each strategy incurs a similar latency, as depicted in
Figures 6(a) and 6(c). This congruity arises mainly due to the similar overhead incurred from
waiting for a more comprehensive window of data. Relative to this waiting overhead, the specific
overheads engendered by WMJ , KSJ , and PECJ are marginal. The extra overhead of PECJ analytical
to conduct error compensation and update its model is within 1<B in total, thanks to the proven
straightforward linear form (Equations 8, 9, and 10). Secondly, as anticipated, the error generated
by WMJ and KSJ exhibits similarity and consistently decreases with larger l values. Despite their
distinct mechanisms for handling disordered data, they have an identical level of data completeness
within a given window under the samel . Consequently, their ignorance extent towards unobserved
data also aligns. Most notably, PECJmanifests its superior performance in significantly lower errors
compared to WMJ and KSJ . For instance, when l is set to 7<B , PECJ can maintain an error as
low as ≤ 16% with a 95% ; of ≤ 5.5<B . In contrast, WMJ and KSJ register an error in excess of
20%, even when the 95% ; escalates above 9.5<B by setting l to 12<B . As expounded earlier, this
improved performance is attributed to PECJ’s proactive strategy of incorporating the contributions
of unobserved data, unlike the passive waiting approach of WMJ and KSJ (Section 3).
Comparison under Q2. Given the similar latency patterns across PECJ, KSJ , and WMJ , we

primarily present the resulting relative error (n) in Figure 7. Despite Q2 demanding a more intricate
syntax and involving additional parameters compared to Q1 (Section 3.3), PECJ retains its superior
performance, evident through its significantly reduced error. For instance, when the l is adjusted
to 10<B , the error incurred by PECJ is as low as 25.0%, compared to a substantial 52% for WMJ
and 51.5% for KSJ . The minor 0.5% n reduction of KSJ compared with WMJ is due to the partial
re-ordering inherent in the k-slack methodology.
Comparison under Q3. Q3 involves much severer stream oscillation than Q1 and Q2, and

we adjust PECJ from analytical to learning-based . The corresponding 95% ; and n are shown in
Figures 8(a) and 8(b), and we report the latency CDF under l = 600<B in Figure 8(c). Our findings
show that WMJ and KSJ fall short in adapting to this scenario, where stream oscillation and its
resulting data disordering manifests in an extreme fashion. Notably, even with l set to a lenient
600<B , allowing for a latency of around 530<B , they still yield an unacceptably high error over
70%. Contrarily, PECJ consistently maintains the error within 3%, leveraging the learning-based
PDA to compensate for the error (Section 5.2). It’s important to acknowledge that the learning-based
approach of PECJ introduces an additional latency of around 90<B (Figure 8(a)). However, as this
extra latency is a by-product of a constant inference process, it can be circumvented by reducing
l by 100<B , i.e., the PECJ (l-100) configuration. Consequently, the PECJ (l-100) still manages to
maintain the error within 5%.
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Fig. 14. Scaling-up evaluation of integrated implementation, using Stock dataset.

In aligning with the motivation example in Section 1, we vary l from 50 ∼ 1100<B in order to
examine the trade-off space of latency and accuracy offered by PECJ, KSJ , and WMJ , as depicted
in Figure 8(d). For a clearer reference, we also plot the user demand (within 200<B ; [14] and
20% n [24, 41]) and the theoretical best condition, i.e., when PECJ uses a perfect learning-based
instantiation with zero overhead, in Figure 8(d). Note that, the maximum oscillation magnitude
of tuples’ arrival delay is 1000<B , and each mechanism can observe all data in a window when
l > 1010<B . In the case where KSJ and WMJ can access all data of a window, their accuracy
approaches 100% but latency is too high (i.e., exceeds 800<B) to meet the user’s demands (i.e.,
within 200<B latency). In contrast, PECJ outputs earlier (e.g., about 160<B) with marginal errors
(e.g., 4.2%). In other words, the tradeoff provided by PECJ is much more practically useful than
alternative solutions.
Comparison under In-order data. We evaluate PECJ, KSJ , and WMJ under a query with

in-order data. This query shares the same settings with Q1, except for Δ = 0<B , i.e., the event time
(g4E4=C ) and arrival time (g0AA8E0; ) of each tuple remain consistently synchronized, eliminating any
issues related to disordered arrivals or stream oscillations. We allow up to 1<B processing delay for
the benchmark program to ingest tuples and set l to 11<B for each mechanism, the resulting 95% ;
and n are demonstrated in Figure 9. There are two key observations: 1) The latency of KSJ , WMJ ,
and PECJ remains comparable. 2) KSJ and WMJ lead to zero error while PECJ results in minor,
about 0.1% overcompensation, i.e., it may mistakenly think there are still some tuples missing. This
over-compensation phenomenon is caused by a lagged response to analyzing stream tendencies,
and the impact of historical observation is incrementally fading in PECJ instead of immediately
removed. We acknowledge that addressing the challenge of continually learning new tendencies
while preventing the catastrophic forgetting of historical observations is a fundamental research
challenge, as discussed in [32]. We envision future work aimed at resolving this issue.
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6.4 Sensitivity Study
This subsection of the sensitivity study aims to contrast PECJ with the baseline models, WMJ and
KSJ , under a range of characteristics, including 1) the number of join keys, 2) the event rate, and 3)
the algorithm configurations, and 4) the magnitude of stream oscillations. By default, we fix l to
10<B and operate under a SWJ with a window length of 10<B , followed by (*" () aggregation.

Impacts of Join Keys. We utilize the synthetic dataset Micro [49] and set the Δ as 5<B . The
number of keys of both R and S randomly and vary the number of keys from 10 to 5000, while
maintaining the event rate at our default setting of 100 CD?;4/B . Since the number of join keys has
virtually no impact on the latency of PECJ, WMJ , and KSJ (with a fluctuation of approximately
±0.6% around 8.25<B at most), we present the relative error in Figure 10(a). In general, PECJ
outperforms the baseline models across a wide range of the number of keys. However, when the
number of keys increases to as high as 5000, the likelihood of encountering a join match diminishes,
which leads to fewer observations on join selectivity f and slightly elevates its error.

Impacts of Event Rate. We hold the number of join keys at 10, and adjust the event rate from
10 )D?;4/B to 400 )D?;4/B . The resulting 95% ; and n are displayed in Figure 10. Our findings
show that KSJ experiences a latency 50% higher than either WMJ or PECJ when the event rate
reaches 200 )D?;4/B , and its n also begins to escalate under such high event rate. This phenomenon
occurs because 1) the k-slack overhead swells with a larger number of tuples processed per unit of
time (i.e., the higher event rate), causing KSJ to overload much more readily than WMJ or PECJ,
and 2) when an overload transpires, the partial reorder in KSJ becomes asynchronous, further
increasing its error. Compared to WMJ , PECJ is slightly more prone to overload, particularly at
event rates as high as 400 CD?;4/B due to the extra overhead involved in making observations
and executing compensations. Nonetheless, PECJ consistently achieves the smallest error under a
non-overload rate, and even under a mild overload.

Impacts of AlgorithmConfigurations. We delve into a sensitivity analysis aimed at evaluating
the accuracy of PECJ when implemented using varying strategies, specifically the analytical
(referred to as PECJ analytical henceforth, which demonstrates PECJ analytical via the minimum error
of SVI-based and AEMA-based methodologies) that leans on the central limit theorem as detailed
in Section 5.1, and the learning-based (referred to as PECJ learning henceforth), which prioritizes
generalization and the capture of unobserved data as elaborated in Section 5.2. Initially, we examine
the Q1 scenario, characterized by relatively slight stream oscillation and observation distortion.
As illustrated in Figure 11(a), we perform a comparative analysis of the relative error (n) between
PECJ analytical, PECJ learning, and two baseline methods, WMJ and KSJ , while adjusting the l within
the range of 5<B to 12<B .

Our analysis yields several key insights. First, as anticipated in Section 2, both WMJ and
KSJ display similar error profiles across different l values and consistently record higher errors
compared to PECJ analytical or PECJ learning. Second, while PECJ analytical adeptly corrects errors and
mirrors the arrival pattern in Q1, its accuracy is enhanced with a larger l , reflecting its reliance on
the central limit theorem (refer to Section 5.1). In essence, a larger l provides a more significant
pool of observational data, hence boosting PECJ analytical’s accuracy. Finally, PECJ learning, engineered
for broad applicability, extracts latent information from the data streams and rectifies errors more
effectively than PECJ analytical. Notably, this robustness persists even when the pool of observational
data is curtailed by a smaller l .

We then proceed to evaluate the Q3 scenario, which introduces severer stream oscillation due
to a larger Δ. The l is tuned from 50<B to 700<B , and the relative errors (n) of all methods are
illustrated in Figure 11(b). Generally, PECJ analytical struggles to accurately reflectQ3’s arrival pattern
and provides sub-optimal error compensation. Each observation on join selectivity or event rate
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is heavily biased, violating the preconditions for applying the central limit theorem (Section 5.1).
While this bias can be reduced with a larger volume of observations, it necessitates a larger l .
Contrarily, PECJ learning is equipped to recognize these biases, overcoming the constraints of the
central limit theorem, and thus delivers superior error compensations as a general instantiation
method.

Impacts of Stream Oscillation. We conducted an investigation into the varying magnitudes
of stream oscillation based on the different outcomes observed with PECJ analytical and PECJ learning
under mild (Q1) and severe (Q3) stream oscillation scenarios. Specifically, we set the l to 100<B ,
gradually increase the maximum magnitude of tuples’ arrival delay (Δ) from 90<B to 1000<B ,
and keep other settings the same as Q1. It’s important to note that increasing Δ results in larger
magnitudes of stream oscillation. The resulting error is depicted in Figure 12. It is evident that the
error of PECJ analytical increases gradually with Δ, surpassing 50% when Δ reaches 150<B or higher.
Eventually, it matches the high error levels of WMJ or KSJ when Δ becomes sufficiently large.
This behavior occurs because a large magnitude of stream oscillation, such as Δ = 500<B , renders
the central limit theorem unsuitable, and the relatively simple analytic forms in Equations 8, 9,
and 10 struggle to converge. In contrast, PECJ learning is capable of handling more severe stream
oscillation scenarios (e.g., 4.2% error when Δ = 1000<B). This capability is attributed to Equation 15,
which offers a proven general approach to dealing with stream oscillation. Theoretically, it will
only fail when mean-field family approximation and the universal approximation theorem do not
hold, which is a research area yet to be thoroughly explored in the literature. In this evaluation,
our neural network was pre-trained within a mere 2 minutes and required no further modification
after deployment. However, we acknowledge the potential need for more complex scenarios in
the future, where continuous retraining of the learning-based model may be necessary to further
enhance our understanding of this study.

6.5 Integrated Implementation Evaluation
In this evaluation, we contrast the original parallel SHJ and PRJ in AllianceDB with their
corresponding modifications under PECJ, namely, PECJ-SHJ and PECJ-PRJ. It is important to note
that the assumed time point of window completeness l doesn’t impact SHJ and PRJ as they do
not handle disordered data streams. For both PECJ-SHJ and PECJ-PRJ, we set it to 10<B . We first
conduct a single-thread assessment on four real-world datasets, followed by a scaling-up evaluation
by using Stock as an example.
Single-thread Assessment. In this assessment, we report the 95% ; and n of handling Stock,

Rovio, Logistics, and Retail datasets under Q1, as illustrated in Figure 13. Three key observations
stand out. Firstly, both PRJ and SHJ produce high error rates, for instance, a substantial 47% on
the Stock dataset when faced with disordered arrivals. Secondly, PECJ-PRJ and PECJ-SHJ notably
decrease these errors while managing to maintain similar latency to their counterparts, PRJ and SHJ.
This outcome attests to the robust efficiency in the optimization and implementation of PECJ. Lastly,
PECJ-SHJ showcases a lower n than PECJ-PRJ, specifically, 1% versus 13% in the Stock dataset. This
improvement is a consequence of PECJ-SHJ’s real-time data stream analysis approach. In contrast
to PECJ-PRJ which waits for a window of tuples before starting the processing, PECJ-SHJ promptly
processes each input tuple upon arrival. This strategy enables PECJ-SHJ to rapidly detect and adapt
to immediate and ongoing changes in the data streams.

Scaling-up Evaluation. In the scaling-up evaluation, we keep the Q1 query, gradually increase
the number of Stock tuples in each window and ensure that the event rate of both ' and ( surpasses
1600 )D?;4B/B . By varying the number of threads from 1 to 24, we depict the 95% ; , n , and system
throughput of each mechanism in Figure 14. It becomes clear that the lazy approaches, namely
PRJ and PECJ-PRJ, consistently outshine their eager counterparts (SHJ and PECJ-SHJ), in terms
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of latency reduction and throughput improvement. This result aligns with previous studies [49]
conducted under in-order arrival scenarios, reaffirming the enduring challenges faced by eager
approaches such as cache thrashing, particularly when scaling up.

Moreover, PECJ-PRJ matches PRJ in terms of efficient scalability, largely thanks to its reduced
overhead in managing disorder. This reaffirms the efficacy of our theoretical optimization for
the PDA problem, using VI as outlined in Section 4. The integration of low-overhead AEMA VI
instantiation further contributes to an enhanced execution efficiency (Section 5.1). On the other
hand, despite its earlier successes, PECJ-SHJ incurs higher errors than PECJ-PRJ under a heavy
input workload, as illustrated in Figure 13(b). This can be attributed to distortions resulting from
eager disorder handling, which can potentially mislead PECJ by providing inaccurate information
for error compensation. Nonetheless, these findings collectively underscore PECJ’s practicality in
scaling up SWJ algorithms under challenging conditions of disordered data arrival.

7 RELATED WORK
This section discusses related research in Stream Window Join, Buffer-based Disorder Handling, and
Approximate Query Processing.

StreamWindow Join (SWJ).Thepredominant aim in optimizing streamwindow join operations
has traditionally centred around enhancing efficiency and facilitating incremental processing. For
example, both the Handshake Join [43] and the Split Join [37] use a dataflow model to achieve
scalability on modern multicore architectures, whereas the IBWJ [39] utilizes a shared index
structure to expedite tuple matching. An exhaustive experimental study conducted by Zhang et
al. [49] contrasts these techniques across a wide spectrum of workload characteristics, application
necessities, and hardware designs.This study also underscores the successful adaptation of relational
join algorithms to hasten SWJ. Typically, these methodologies presume that data arrives in an
ordered manner and is fully accessible. Our work, however, ventures into investigating ways to
offset errors induced by incomplete data in the face of disorderly conditions.

Buffer-based Disorder Handling. A number of studies have delved into the accuracy-latency
tradeoff utilizing buffers. To prevent potential infinite buffering, existing research employs different
mechanisms for controlling buffer flushing and for making assumptions about the temporary
completeness of incoming data. These mechanisms include k-slack [23, 31], watermarks [6, 9, 40],
and punctuations [29]. For example, Ji et al. [22] introduced a k-slack-based disordered SWJ, which
regards the tradeoff between accuracy and latency as a crucial factor. They highlight that joins
inherently possess more complexity than single-stream linear operators, such as summation or
average, when handling disordered data. This complexity stems from the mutual and non-linear
relationships existing among multiple streams. Despite the variations in specific tradeoff rules and
methodologies, these approaches rely on data that has already arrived to generate results, thus
overlooking the contributions of future data. PECJ stands out by proactively compensating for this
yet-to-be-received data.

ApproximateQuery Processing (AQP). The goal of AQP is to reduce computational overhead
by selecting a data subset to approximate the result of the whole dataset [25, 30]. As data
selection is system-controlled, error compensation can be predefined and is relatively stable in AQP.
Compensation can use either linear [38] or non-linear formulas [5], depending on the algorithm’s
subset selection. More advanced AQP approaches employ machine learning [33] and bootstrap
methods [46] to tackle ubiquitous queries under static data, albeit with higher computational costs.
To address this issue, the Wander Join algorithm [28] applies stochastic and graph optimizations to
reduce overhead and optimize online aggregation for joins. Our work addresses a different and more
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challenging problem—handling of disordered SWJ where observation distortion cannot be system-
controlled. Therefore, we propose to solve a PDA problem by VI and discuss its implementations for
disordered SWJ (Sections 4 and 5).

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced PECJ, a novel solution for executing SWJ, a critical operation in
stream analytics, amidst the challenges posed by disordered data. What sets PECJ apart is its unique
ability to proactively incorporate unobserved data, thereby enhancing the accuracy-latency tradeoff.
This feat is achieved by leveraging a sophisticated approach to PDA using efficient VI instantiations.
As evidenced by the successful implementation of PECJ in the multi-threaded SWJ benchmark
testbed, this method presents a promising advancement for enhancing data stream processing
capabilities under disordered data arrival conditions. Particularly, it has successfully reduced the
relative error from 47% to a remarkable 1%, while maintaining constant latency. Looking ahead, an
exciting prospect lies in expanding the applicability of PECJ and exploring how its principles can
integrate with approximate computing methodologies. This includes techniques such as sampling
and compression, which deliberately introduce data distortion to strike a balance between accuracy
and latency. The integration of these approaches would certainly open up new avenues for future
research.

Appendix: The data, results, code, scripts and an appendix with more discussions of this work
can be downloaded from https://anonymous.4open.science/r/PECJ.
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